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ARTEOR™ 
Design for 
a global lifestyle

Minimalist and sober, arteor’s carefully 
crafted design is inspired by modern 
technological devices such as flat 
screens. it creates the impression that 
the product is floating on the wall.

tiMeless Design 
with a high-tech 

touch



Design options include the 
choice of ergonomics for all 
control functions. whether 
stand-alone or home automation 
– every control function is now 
available in both round and 
square versions.

bus

stand-alone

radio an even 
wiDer choice
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ARTEOR™ 
choose your own style 
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Mirror Red

Mirror Taupe

Mirror Black

Mirror White

MIRROR

Formal

Casual

GRAPHICNEUTRAL

White

Pearl Alu

Graphite

Edition 1

TATTOO



from the elegant simplicity of the standard finishes of the 
neutral collection to the refinement of genuine materials such 
as wood, leather or woven metal in the signature line: arteortM 
offers a rich choice of colours and fine fabrics to make each 
room truly unique.
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Stainless Steel

Gold Brass

BRUSHED
METAL

Wenge Style

Light Oak

WOOD

Club

Galuchat

Woven Metal

LEATHER SIGNATURE



ARTEOR™ 
hoMe autoMation:
what´s new at a glance
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For further 
details  
Please 
consult us.

greater possibilities, enhanced functions, easier 
operation - a combination of new products and 
numerous improvements on existing ones has taken 
the arteortM offering for home automation a step 
further. this way, arteortM makes it even easier for 
design engineers and electrical contractors to 
produce the right solutions to convince even the most 
demanding customers.

8 Push-buTTOn 
cOnTROl 

choose from 8 
individually customisable 
functions. Made even 
more user-friendly by 
the use of push-buttons.  
Possibility of customising  
symbols. 

MyhOME_scREEn 3.5 

enhanced user 
interface for intuitive 
navigation. now also 
including the energy 
management feature.

MyhOME_scREEn 10 

new intuitive graphic 
user interface for 
central control of 
the whole house. 
fully customisable 
user profiles, with 
navigation by rooms. 
including energy 
management, 
multimedia and door 
entry functions.

DisPlAy 
ThERMOsTAT

temperature control 
set individually in each 
room or centrally 
(in combination with a 
central unit) for the 
whole house. fan coil 
control included.

lOcAl DisPlAy 

four functions inside 
a single device: 
scenario control, 
sound distribution, 
temperature control 
and energy 
management. 

get in touch 
with toMorrow
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POwER sOckETs

Designed to adapt to the majority of international standards, arteor provides the solution 
for your projects, wherever they are in the world.

usb POwER suPPly 

for charging 
portable devices such as 

smartphones, tablet Pcs, 
etc. Provides freedom 

from the restriction 
of a mobile charger and 

socket standards. 
ideal for any environment 

receiving international 
visitors. 

RJ 45 sOckET wiTh 
RETRAcTAblE cORD

Provides greater 
flexibility, e.g. in 
meeting rooms 

for accessing data 
networks and the 

web. cord winds up 
automatically using a 

push-button. 

solutions for 
a connecteD worlD   
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PREcOnnEcTED 
hDMi sOckET

equipped with female connectors 
and a 15 cm lead for quick 
connection to a cord already fitted 
with a male plug. 

facilitates the use of modern 
presentational media as it enables 
easy connection of hD-DvD drives or 
computers to a compatible plasma or 
lcD screen.

PREcOnnEcTED 
usb sOckETs 
bringing connections 
closer to the user, usb 
data sockets allow to 
connect devices such as 
printer-scanners, external 
hard disks or interactive 
whiteboards.

RJ 45 sOckETs

for reliable access to data 
networks and the internet
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0-10V DiMMER

on/off and 
dimming control 

for 0-10v ballasts.

sEnsiTiVE 
swiTch

control light 
sources by simply 
passing the hand 

in front of it.

efficient lighting control       
for coMMercial builDings 
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0-10v dimmer

skiRTing lighT wiTh 
MOTiOn DETEcTOR 

contributes to cutting the 
energy bill but also 
provides enhanced 
security in staircases and 
corridors.

Arteor controls 
are compatible with 
legrand lighting 
management solutions. 
check out our lighting 
management offer

THE GLOBAL SPECIALIST  
IN ELECTRICAL AND DIGITAL BUILDING INFRASTRUCTURES

SwITCH
SENSoRS
DESIGN AND
AppLICATIoN GUIDE

         PUTTING
A STOP TO

         ENERGY
WASTE
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AuTOMATic swiTch 

an energy efficient 
choice for passageways, 
washrooms or storage 
rooms, to ensure that 
lights are on only when 
they’re needed, and only as 
long as they are needed.



Legrand (HK) Limited

Tel.: (852) 2687 4200
Fax: (852) 2687 4300

Website: www.legrand.com.hk

9/F, Novel Industrial Building,
850 - 870 Lai Chi Kok Road, 

Cheung Sha Wan,
Kowloon, Hong Kong


